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Jere & Sherry Goodman
Directors of GWRRA
Let the Team be a Team
Coming together is a beginning, keeping
together is progress, working together is
success.
As volunteer leaders, we may be in a staff position at an International,
District, or Chapter level. Regardless of the level, there is always a
team. These are the folks who support the level and help you to be
successful in your role. That successful support is a two-way street.
You are their support as well.
Some volunteers, especially those in an Assistant role, may feel they do
not have a team. Ironically, everyone has a team they can utilize.
How you lead or interact with a team depends on your own managerial
philosophy.
Sherry and I have seen some leaders who try to do everything
themselves. Some will delegate and allow those folks to get the job
done on their own. Others will delegate and micro-manage to the point
where it becomes frustrating for those you asked to do something.
There is a fine balance in delegation, having the trust and confidence
that others can do the job and making sure that you are there for
guidance if needed.
When planning an event or activity, getting buy-in from others is
essential to a successful endeavor. Naturally, there are times we will
just have to agree to disagree. What is important is to include your
team in the decision making process and listening with fair and
impartial judgement.
There is an old sales saying, “if you don’t ask, you don’t get.” “Help” is
a magic word! If you are sincere in needing someone’s help, it is not
easy for them to say no. It is also important to tell them why you need
their help.
Continued on page 2
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Recently I saw some things I thought should have been done at an event. I did some inquiring
and learned that these things were not done because no one asked. Of course, if you don’t
ask, folks believe it is covered and help is not needed.
As a leader, be respectful and inclusive of your team.
In other words, Let the Team be a Team!
Ride safe; be well. And, as always, remember that fun shall be the last word—so HAVE FUN!
Jere & Sherry Goodman
540-623-0447
director@gwrra.org
Nashville, TN - Gaylord Opryland - August 27-31
www.wing-ding.org
"Friends for FUN, Safety and Knowledge"

Anita & JR Alkire
President

An Officer’s Guide to Wing Ding
There is so much to do at Wing Ding and so many people look at
you as the person in the know. Let’s make it a little easier for you
with an Officer’s Guide to Wing Ding.
Throughout the event, you may have responsibilities as a volunteer for
your District to help GWRRA. I know it sounds unbelievable, but talk to
anyone who has volunteered at Wing Ding, they’ll tell you how much
more fun the event is when you volunteer. You can volunteer on site if
you’re looking for something to do; just find Tom and Renee Wasluck,
Presidential Assistants, and ask where you’re needed. Bring a group, it’s
even more fun then.
Also, watch for new Members, ones who haven’t joined yet or ones with a NEW button on.
You’ll want to help make their experience even better, so stop and talk with them, give them a
hug and welcome them and see what you can do to make their time at Wing Ding even better
and start their Membership life off on a great footing.
So what’s going on each day where you want to be and/or encourage your Members to meet
up with you?

Continued on page 3
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Tuesday
1PM is Awards Day in the Ballroom – This is where we will introduce our new six International
Couples and give you a chance to get to know them a bit better. We will then spend some
time honoring those volunteers who have gone above and beyond. Our Officers who have
exceeded expectations receiving first the Senior Officer designation and now finding out if a
nomination was put forward to recognize them as a Merit Award winner. From those Merit
Award winners will come the Director, Educator, three different Coordinators, and Treasurer of
the Year.
Opening party
Wednesday
Opening celebration
Sponsor dinner
Thursday
Ride Day
Forums
GWRRA Dinner and Anita’s retirement party
Friday
Bike games
Bike Night with bike show, light show, and drill teams

Saturday
Closing – giveaway of prizes, money, and…. the Gold Wing! Remember, because of
Tennessee laws, we will be drawing three tickets, having all three come up and then it will be
a game of skill to determine the recipient. So practice your Corn Hole game between now and
then so you’re ready.
Spotlight is out; it was in this edition of Wing World magazine.
Spotlight is a big version and more in-depth version of what is
going on and some of it will be in the pocket guide. The classes
offered at Wing Ding are explained in Spotlight. Help your
Members to understand that it’s a good idea for them to look at
what is going to be offered and what they want to make sure to
see. If there is a class that is a “must have” for their Levels, they
need to make it a priority and, in some cases, sign up for and
possibly pay a fee to attend. Do this ASAP! You should do the
same for you.
Lastly, let them know if you have planned Chapter or District
dinners, rides, or events that you will be doing while at Wing
Ding. Be sure they know when, how much, and where they are
to meet the group. That includes getting together for WD events
when you want to sit together. The Members are looking to you
to tell them, don’t wait for them to ask. If you wait for them to ask, you’ll end up with a
Continued on page 4
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Member with their feelings hurt feeling they weren’t included. You may know better, but it
won’t matter. Put it in writing, text it, and if you’re on GroupWorks, post it on the page so all
the Chapter or District will know.
Looking forward to seeing you all at Wing Ding 41 in Nashville, TN!
Anita & JR Alkire
623-445-2380
President@gwrra.org

Francois & Chantal Séguin
Presidential Assistants
Why Are We Attending Wing Ding 41
Since we have attended our first Wing Ding, we make certain to keep
some vacation time to go to this event (we still both work full time). Why? Every year we
experience a different, wonderful adventure.
Our Wing Ding’s went from:

Just visiting at Wing Ding
Taking the full time to really visit and participate in all the activities. It’s amazing to see how
much work is put into Wing Ding when taking the time to attend as many activities as we can.
This was so much fun. There is really something for everyone, and there is a lot to do.
Just sightseeing the area
One year we attended two days at Wing Ding and visited the area. Our thought was if we
travel so far, it’s nice to visit the area also. We enjoyed visiting the area but that year we
missed out on some fun activities at Wing Ding, and we missed spending time with all the
friends we made in the past years. The following year we took a longer vacation and we
visited the area and we spent the time at Wing Ding. Although this was a wonderful vacation
for us, we visited so many new places and got to have fun at Wing Ding and see all of our
friends, we cannot do this every year.
Volunteering at Wing Ding to help
The times we took to volunteer at Wing Ding, we honestly thought it would be long and that
we would be missing out on fun. We were so wrong. We had a blast at Wing Ding! We took a
couple of hours here and there to help out, but it was so much fun to see everyone come and
say hello and talking and making new friends. This was a great experience on its own.
Continued on page 5
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Why are we going to Wing Ding this year?
1) See all of our friends: some of our friends we only see once a year at Wing
Ding and we love seeing them again. We hope to see lots of them there.
2) Volunteering: can’t wait to see what kind of fun we will have again this year.
You see so much and meet so many people.
3) Participate as much as we can in many activities.
4) Visiting Nashville: we don’t have much time this year. We will be going to
Wing Ding and taking three days more and planning to visit a few places in
Nashville that were recommended by friends.
5) The Gaylord Hotel: We can’t wait! We saw the one in Grapevine and we fell in
love with all its beauty. We were told that this one is even more awesome.
Staying at the Gaylord for that cheap of a price (compared to regular price) is
great and we are certainly taking advantage of this. Gaylord offers many
options to get around, like a complementary downtown shuttle (go see their
web site).
6) Visiting the vendors at Wing Ding 41: new ideas, new bling for the
motorcycles, can’t wait to see what is there.
7) The Wing Ding schedule seems like lots of fun with motorcycle games and
seminars. We can’t wait to attend as much as we can.
8) We always say, “Having fun is a choice. There is enough fun for each of us.
Choosing to have fun depends on you only.” When we participate we always
have lots of fun.

So, see you all at Wing Ding 41. I know we can’t wait!
Francois & Chantal Séguin
613-880-8511
chantal@lesseguins.com
613-913-4578
francois@lesseguins.com

Larry & Penny Anthony
Director of Membership Enhancement
Krazy Hat and Mascot Contests at Wing Ding 41
Sadly, the Great Buffalo (Ray Garris) will not be with us at Wing Ding
this year. However, not to worry – we’ve found someone with enough
manic energy and showmanship to handle the emcee duties! Bring your “A” game; many of the
entries are handcrafted beauties that are awesome to behold!
The contests will be held at 2:00 PM on Friday on the small stage. Please be there ahead of
time to sign in and register your entry. Mascots will be judged; prizes are awarded for best
Individual and for Chapter mascots. The Krazy Hat winner will be selected by acclamation
(applause).
Continued on page 6
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On Thursday, August 29 there will be only 1 MEP Forum (not 2). It will take place at 11:00
AM in Ryman “L”. (This should be corrected in the Wing World Magazine Spotlight.)
Parting thoughts:
We just returned from a long, enjoyable bike trip to the Northwest. One of my peeves was
this: At gas stations, you are buying gas, not renting a parking spot. Gas up, then
park away from the pumps.
At large truck stops with plenty of parking, I encountered two very irritating individuals. In the
first instance, I waited on my bike patiently for about 15 minutes behind a pickup truck for the
driver to (presumably) take a bathroom break, get a cup of coffee, then move his vehicle.
Finally, I walked up and peeked inside – he was sitting there in the driver’s seat texting! He
looked at me with mixed surprise and indignation, then said, “I’m just leaving …” and finally
drove off.
In the second instance, the driver pumped his gas in front of me, then politely informed me he
was going inside the store. Really? Again, plenty of empty parking spaces around.
When your Chapter is on a ride and you swarm a gas station, do you move your bikes after
filling up, or hog the space while you do your business inside – while others have to wait on
you? Being thoughtful of others helps the general public have a favorable opinion of bikers!
Larry & Penny Anthony
205-492-9728
mepgwrra@gmail.com
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Alvin & Josie Nelson
Rider Education Program Assistants
This month’s article was written by Alvin & Josie Nelson, GWRRA Rider
Education Program Assistants. Josie is a GWRRA Rider Course
Instructor. Alvin served as Tennessee District Educator and recently
became a Master Rider Course Instructor Trainer. – Susan Huttman, Team GWRRA Director,
Rider Education Program.
GWRRA’s motto is “Friends for Fun, Safety, and Knowledge.” No better statement can be said
when applied to the Rider Education Program. The Rider Education Program provides a
learning environment that contains all of these aspects. Here is a partial breakdown of what
the program has to offer GWRRA members.
First, there are Rider Courses. These are designed for all Riders and Co-Riders, regardless of
their skill level. The courses help new/returning riders learn skills essential for safe
motorcycling. They help experienced Riders/Co-Riders refresh previously learned skills and
acquire new ones. These courses are conducted throughout the year within the GWRRA
Districts and yearly at Wing Ding. Any member is welcome to take a class at any District they
choose or at Wing Ding. You can find information about upcoming courses on Chapter or
District websites, or through the GWRRA Group Works access. Full riding gear is required
when participating in a GWRRA sanctioned riding event.
Next, there is the Rider Education Levels Program. It is designed to give recognition to Riders
and Co-Riders who make a commitment to meet certain criteria as they advance from one level
to another. By making these commitments, you become a role model for others. It is an
individual accomplishment to be proud of!!
Also, there are FUN competitive events available. These include
Bike Games and Shiny Side Up. Bike Games will be offered
this year at Wing Ding 41. You can sign up for the Bike Games
(FREE) on the day of the event---Friday August 30, 2019, 9 a.m.
to 12 noon at the Catholic Diocese of Nashville parking lot. Maps
will be available at the Rider Education Table. The games are
designed to be ridden either 1 UP or 2 UP. All skill levels are
welcome. Prizes will be awarded at closing for top scores in the 2
wheel or 3 wheel classes. There is no limit to the number of
participants. Full riding gear is required for all participants at this
GWRRA event.

Another FUN and challenging event is the Shiny Side Up. It has been developed to allow an
individual to keep skills in practice throughout the year. Information about it can be found on
the GWRRA website under the Rider Education tab. There are 15 riding exercises that can be
ridden as individual exercises or as a group of exercises. Whether practiced alone or with
others, they are sure to provide a challenge! All 15 exercises can be combined for a timed
competitive event at a Chapter or District event. Thoughts are underway about organizing a
Shiny Side Up Competition at a future Wing Ding!
Continued on page 8
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For the advanced Rider/Co-Rider, the VANGUARD Rider Course was developed for the very
experienced Rider. It consists of an advanced classroom portion and a challenging PASS/FAIL
range portion consisting of a series of 13 scored exercises. Upon a successful completion of
both portions, you will receive credit for a rider course. Preregistration for this course at Wing
Ding 41 is on the WD 41 registration page.
For all Rider Courses offered at WD 41, there is a limited number of spaces in each class.
Registration for most of the Rider Courses may be possible in person at Wing Ding
on Wednesday morning, August 28, 2019, space permitting at the Rider Education table.
Please be aware that the Classroom portions of these events are being held in the afternoon
the day before the Range portions. Range portions for all courses will be held the next
morning in the cooler temps of the day! Again, full riding gear is required at all GWRRA on
bike events.
COME JOIN US & HAVE SOME FUN!!!
Alvin & Josie Nelson
Rider Course Programs
Susan & George Huttman
828-368-2249
director-re@gwrra.org

Clara & Fred Boldt
Director of the University

Important Announcement Concerning the University Website/
Database
The University Website may be unavailable at times while we move over to a new server. The
move will be over the next few weeks and for most of the move it should be seamless.
The move will be both the University & Rider Ed Databases.
Questions or concerns: Contact Clara Boldt, Director of the University.

Continued on page 9
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Spotlight
Clara Boldt, Director, and the GWRRA University Team are pleased to announce an addition to
the University Assistants; Randy Reese.
“I have been riding motorcycles since age 11 and I have owned one or more motorcycles
continuously for over 55 years. I met Kathy in 1981 and our first date was on a motorcycle. We
got married in 1982 and for our first 20 years of marriage, we rode together. In 2003 Kathy
got her own license and, while we often still ride together, we each own a Goldwing Trike. We
are proud to be Level IV Senior Master Tour Riders and are firm believers in ATGATT.
We have two married daughters, two granddaughters, and we are blessed that they live close
by. I have been an educator for 43 years, serving as a classroom teacher, Principal, and
Assistant Superintendent for Pflugerville ISD. Kathy is retired from the State Bar of Texas after
34 years of service in the Continuing Legal Education Department where she planned
educational programs for Texas attorneys.
Since joining GWRRA in 2002 we have served in numerous roles for our Chapter (TX-O) and
District including Chapter Educators, Assistant Chapter Directors, Chapter Directors, Chapter of
the Year Coordinator, Road Captains, District Rider Educators, UTREP, and University
Instructor. One of our proudest accomplishments was being selected the 2017-18 International
Couple of the Year.”
Email: rmreese@sbcglobal.net

Need an idea for classes this month?
Not everyone attends bike classes, like TRC or ARC, two-up. Plan a class or two for those who
aren’t participating.
You can do a fun and slightly raucous class like: GWRRA Module 303-01 Just Add Spice ~
Adding FUN to Socials. It’s where you can learn to construct and play the type of games that
can make Gatherings extra special.
Continued on page 10
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GWRRA Module 102-06 A View from the Rear ~ where Co-Riders can discuss the
issues specific to them and learn how to start conversations with their Riders about what
they would like to do more of on a ride and those things they don’t like so much.
Think outside the box. Limiting the training experience to just one type of class may leave
some Members out of the action.

…that when you renew your membership you will receive an entry into a drawing for a
7-night cruise to Alaska? Recruit a new Member and both you and the new Member will
receive an entry. There are no limits to the number of new Members you can recruit
between March 21, 2019, and February 20, 2020. For more information call 1-800-843-9460
or www.wingersNwaves.com. Better still, visit WingersNWaves at Wing Ding 41 where they
will have a booth in the vendor area and will also be offering an informational seminar about
the cruise.
…attendance at a class could grow with the help of a posting on the University Facebook
page and in GroupWorks. Send in a U.10 (flyer) to Clara at toledotriker@gmail.com to boost
your class size.
…that when we talk about training at Chapter or District events, remember that the new
Members may not be familiar yet with what we have to offer. Give examples, offer details,
and allow time for questions. The more they know…
Clara Boldt
319-240-4269
toledotriker@gmail.com

All Things Wing Ding 41
Information, Announcements, Flyers

Attached here are flyers that can go
into your District and Chapter
newsletters and put on your
websites. You can find them at
http://gwrra.org/oconnect/officerre
sources.html
You can use the logo and flyers.
The more we all promote the more
of our friends will come to WD41!

District Challenge
Each District has been challenged to
take their number of households that
you started the year with and times
10% and that is your goal number for
Wing Ding preregistration attendees.
Every District who makes or exceeds
that number is a winner. The most
over the percentage will receive a
special prize yet to be announced, but
it will be worth the wait to next
month’s Insight.
Let’s get registering!

